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HOMOLOGY OF ONE-RELATOR GROUPS WITH TWISTED COEFFICIENTS
1 . Introduction .
Grzegorz Gromadzki
It is well known that for a torsion-free, one-relator
group G = (xl , . . .,xn :r) we have H2 (G,Z) = Z if and only if
r E IF,F1 . Such groups have received recently some attention .
Horadam has found some invariants of such groups [5,61 and
Ratcliffe has characterized those of such groups that are orien
ted trivial Poincare duality groups of dimension 2 [10], see
also [111 .
One is naturally led to ask for a similar characteriza-
tion of those torsion-free, one-relator groups for which there
exists a G-module structure Za on integers such that
H 2 (G,Za ) = Z . Following the tradition we will refer to any
such G-module structure as to twisted coefficients . The simple
example of
	
two groups G = (x,y : x2 y4[ y,x] ), H = (x,y : x2y4 [x,y] ),
the first of which has the abovementioned property while the se-
cond does not, shows that such characterization seems to be non-
trivial . The lemma 1 .1 stated below was proved having in mind
this problem but its consequences are more far-reaching . In or-
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der to state it let F be a free group on free generators
{xi
	
: i E I} and for any hornomorphism a : F - {±l} consi-
der the normal subgroup [F,Fj a of F generated by the follo-
wing elements :
(i) x2 when a(xi )
(ii) xi x j xi
1
XJ
a(xi ) when a(x j ) _ + 1,
(iii) (xix j xk ) 2	whena (x i ) = a (x j ) = a(xk ) _ -1 and
i,j,k are pairwise distinct .
Moreover let IF be the augmentation ideal of ZF and let
Ia F = Ker(a : ZF -" Z, a(E nf f) = E nfa(f)) .
Lemma 1 .1 . For any element f of F following statements are
equivalent
Using the Lyndon resolution we obtain that for a group
G = (xl , . . .,xn : r) the second homology group of G with
twisted coefficients a : G -. Aut Z = {±l} is equal to Z
if an only if r E [F,F} a  where a' is determined by a
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(i) f E [ F,F} a,
(ii) f - 1 E IaF.IF,
(iii) af/axi E IaF for all i E I .
and by the given presentation of G (Proposition 3 .1(i)) . This
gives us the characterization we have looked for . As a corolla
ry we obtain also that [F,F] a is equal to the subgroup of F
2
	
-1 -a (u)generated by elements w , uvu v , where «(w) = -l,a(v) =
= + 1 .
Note that the group [F,F] « has some topological fla-
vour . Namely, generators of type (i) arise from a projective
plane, generators of type (ii) from a torus or a Klein bottle
according as a(xi ) = 1 or -1 and finally note that one can
exclude generators of type (iii) by choosing an appropriate set
of free generators of F . Thus it is natural that the cap pro-
duct will be useful tool for studying one-relator groups with a
relator in [F,F]« . We study the cap product for such groups in
section 3 .
As was quoted earlier Horadam has found invariants of
torsion-free, one-relator groups with nontrivial second inte-
gral homology . Using computations of section 3 we find in sec
tion 4 a certain invariant of torsion-free, one-relator groups
with a relator in [F,F] a for some a (Theorem A) . Our invariant
allows us to distinguish certain groups for which Horadan inva-
riants were insufficient . We give some examples at the end of
this section .
Finally in section 5 we study those one-relator groups
which satisfy trivial Poincare duality (TPD-groups) . Our charac
terization (Theorem B) extends those of Ratcliffe and Fenn -
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Sjerve obtained in the case of oriented TPD-groups .
This paper is a part of my Pl1 .D . thesis written at the
Mathematical institute of the Polish Acadamy of Sciences under
the supervision of Professor Stanislaw Balcerzyk . I wish to
thank him for the help in the preparation of this paper . I would
like to thank also Dr . Tomasz Bortnik for numerous helpful dis-
cussions .
2 . Proof of the main lemma .
Lemma 1 .1 stated in the previous section .Here we prove
Note first that it is sufficient to prove the lemma in the case
of F finitely generated and a non-trivial . Thus let
I -- {l, . . . . n} .
	
For notational convenience assume that
a (x1 )= . . . =a (xk ) = -1 and a (xk+l ) = . . . = a (xn ) = +l, 0 <k -<n .
is an immediate consequence of
n
the fundamental Fox formula f-1 = E af/axi (xi -1) [2] .
i=1
formula and from the freeness of
Implication (iii) - (ii)
(ii) - (iii) follows from this
IF as F-module . In order to prove
any generater of [F,F] a
follows from the basic properties
have to prove implication (iii) ° (i) only .
using following technical lemmas (hereafter
tations for commutators and conjugation,
of x and x - y means x - y mod[F,F] a
ted) .
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(i) ~ (iii) note first that
satisfies (iii) . Thus the assertion
of Fox derivatives . Thus we
We will prove it
we use left-hand no
x denotes the inverse
unless otherwise sta-
Lemma
	
2 .1 . Let x,y,zE {x 1 , . . . . xn } and let e , 6 17 = ±1 . Then
(a) [ xe , Ys l = 1 if a (x) = a (Y) = +1 .
(b) (xE y3 z77 ) 2 = 1 if a (x) = a (Y) = a (z)
(c)
xeyBxeySa(x) - 1 if a (Y)
Proof . Case by case straightforward verification .
Lemma 2 .2 . Let x,y,z,w E{xl, . . .,xn}, f EF and e, S = ±1 .
Then
(a) (x2e)
f .- x2ea (f)
(b) [ x,y] f =
x2a
(f) if a (x) _ +1, a (Y)
(c) [ x,y] f _--- [ x,yl a (f) if a (x) = a (y) = -1,
(d) [ x,y] [ z,w] _ [ z,wl [ x,y] if
(e) x2ey2S __ y2Sx2e if a (x) = a (Y) = +l,
(f) [Y,xl[x,z] -- [y,z] if a(x) = a (Y) = a (z)
Proof . (a) Let a(x) _ +1 . It is easy to check that for any
2
v E{xl, . . .,xn}, (x2 ) v = x2 [x,v] x[x,v] = x2 (vxvx) x (vxvx) x . By
substitution of xe or v s in the place of x or v we ob-.
2E
S
tain similar formulas for (x)v . Using the first or the se-
cond form according as a(v) = +l or -1 we obtain by the pre
vious lemma the assertion in the case that f is of length 1 .
Thus in order to finish the proof of the case (a) it is suffi-
cient to use the induction on the length of f . The case a(x) =-1
is trivial by the definition of [F,F]a .
2 1
(b) Note that [x,* f
	
2 f - -fy] _ (x ) (yxyx) . Hence (b) is the conse-
quence of (a) .
(c) One can check that for any v E{x1 . . ;xn } we have
[ x, y] v = [x, y] (xvxv) YXY (yvyv) yx (xvxv) Y (yvyv) _
[x,Yl -1 ((XYv) 2 ) XY (Xyv) 2 (Y2 ) v (x 2 ) vyxy ((YXY) 2 ) v (y 2 ) v . Now we ob-
tain (c) as in the proof of (a) .
(d) is the corollary of (c) .
(e) is obvious .
(f) follows from the formula [ y,x] [ x,z] _
[y,z]((YZX) 2 ) z (y2 ) zxz (z 2 ) zx (X2 ) z combined with Lemma 2 .1 .
Now we are ready to prove the outstanding implication
(iii) - (i) of Lemma 1 .1 . Let f E F satisfy (iii) . It is
easy to see that f E F2[F,F1 in this case . Thus f can be
written in the following form
1 e f1 N2 f2 Nn n . . .3 13
f = n x . l n [x x ] J 7 17 [x x 1 J n [x x 1 72i=1 1 j=1 i~ i j=1 i~ i~ j=1 i~ i.j
where .l, i3, i4 E{1, . . .,k}, i?, i5 . i6 E{k+l, . . .,n}, fl, f?,J J J 7 J J J i r
EF, e j = ±1 and ni	areeven integers .
Using N1-times (b), N2-times (c) then (e) of Lemma 2 .2 we ob-
taro that
where mi	a e even integers and n ; _ ± l .
Now we see that for i = k+l, . . . . n a(af/axi ) = mi . Hence all
mi must be zero and thus
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n m . N2
rlf = n Xil n [ x 3,x j41
i=k+l j=1 ij i j
N 2
	
nj
f - n [ x3, x .41j=1 i 4
Using (d) of Lemma 2 .2 we infer that
f = 11 [ x l ,xk] II [ xk,x 2] 11 [ x 3,x 4]
j=1 kj	j 1 kj1 kjk j,
where k1, k?, k3, k4 E{l, . . . . k-1} . So a(af/axk ) = 2(M2-Ml) .
J J J J
Therefore by (d) and (f) of Lemma 2 .2 we have that
K
f --_ II [x l ,x 2 ] ,
j=1 l j lj
whe 1 2 E k-1} .re l j , lj {1, . . .,
Repeating the above procedure for generators xk-l,- "x1	w
obtain that f = 1 . Hereby the lemma is proved .
As the immediate consequence of Lemma 1 .1 we have
Corollary 2 .3 . The subgroup [F,F] a coincides with the subgroup
of F generated by the set {w2 , uvuva(u) : u,v,w EF and
a(w ) _ -1, a ( v) = +l} .
3 . Cap product for torsion-free, one-relator groups .
Here we use the Lyndon resolution in order to find an
explicit formula for the cap product of a torsion-free, one-re-
lator group with a relator in [F,F]a .
The most convenient resolution for the description of the
cap product is the standard bar resolution f . Let A and B
be G-modules . Then the cap product is a family of homomorphisms
n	
: Hn (G,A) CHk (G,B) -~ Hn-k (G,A ®B) induced by the morphisms
of chain complexes n : (A ® Sn ) OHomG(Sk?B) - (A®B) ® Sn-k
G G
given by a ®(g0 . . . . . gn ) n f = a ®f(g0 . . . . . gk ) ®(gk, . . . .gn) .
For a torsion-free, one-relator group G = (xl , . . . .xn :r)
we have the useful Lyndon resolution [7} :
where e is the augmentation homomorphism, d1 (a1, . . .,an) _
n
= E a i.(p(xi ) - 1), d2(a)=(a .p(ar/ax1), . . . . a.p(ar/axn))(p :F-G
i=1
is the canonical projection given by the presentation of G) .
Using this resolution for a torsion-free, one-relator
group G = (xl , . . . . xn :r) and Lemma 1 .1 we get at once
Proposition 3 .1 . (i) H2 (G,Za ) = Z if and oniy if r EIF,Fi a , ,
otherwise H2 (G,Za ) = 0, where a' is determined by a and by
the given presentation of G .
(ii) Let r E[F,F] a , . Then H1 (G,Za ) = Zn	or Zn-1 according
as a is trivial or not .
Hereafter for a given presentation of G we use the same
notation for the homomorphism G --> {±1} and for the correspon
ding homomorphism F - {±1} .
There are chain transformations : IL --" M and
SS - IL extending the homomorphism id z that induce
isomorphisms on homology and cohomology groups . We choose $ as
follows
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d2 dl
IL : 0- ZG------" ZG -+n ZG- Z- 0
00
= id ZG'
n ni
	
ni
¢ 2 (1) = E E e~rj(1,p(xi),p(rj)), where ar/axi = E e~r ji=1 j=1 j=1
Ok = 0 for k >
2
and let for
n
01(al, . . .,an) _ ai .(1 .P(xi)) .
i=1
00
= idZG "
vil (l,g) = (P(as(g)/axl), . . .,P(as(g)/axn)) . where
s : G - F is a function satisfying p .s = idG and s(p(x i))=
= x i	for i = 1, . . . . n .
As far as we know Marciniak [8J was the first who use
these transformations in study of one-relator groups .
Hereafter in this section we restrict our attention to
torsion-free, one-relator groups with a relator in [F,Fl a for
some a . Let er = 1 ~~2 (1) _Z« 9 Z[ G3] . The following lemma
is obvious .
Lemma 3 .2 . The element ea is a cycle in Z« ® E; and its
homology class ea generates H 2 (G,Za ) = Z .
The next lemma allows us to find an explicit formula for
the cap product .
Lemma 3 .3 . The following diagrams are commutative
(i)
	
HomG (Z[G 3 ],Z)
where n(f)
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Z
HomG(ZG,Z)
17
HomG(ZGnmZ) á
en-
(ii) HomG(Z[G2],Z)
r
á ®Z[G2]
where (AT)i,j = -á (a 2 r/ax j ax
ea n-
HomG([G],Z) r ' Za
® Z[G3]
T
HomG (ZG, Z) -= Za ® ZG ,
where we identify Za®Z and Za .
Prof . The proofs of (i) and (iii) are trivial, we prove (ii)
only . Let fk E HomG (ZGn ,Z) be homomorphism corresponding to
the standard base vector ek E Zn . Thus fk (é i ) = S¡,k , where
{é i } is the standard basis for ZGn .
er n(fk) = er
n
fk~l
-
E
n .
eja(rj)fk~y1(l,p(xi))o(p(xi)'P(rj)) _
i=1 j=1
n
E
ni
E eSz(r')fk (éi )
® p(xi ) .(1 .P(xir j ))
i=1 j=1 nk
E eja(xkrj)6D(1,p(xkrj .)) .
j=1
Since
	
r E [ F,Fja we have by Lemma 1 .1 that a (ar/axi ) = 0 for
i = 1, . . . . n . Hence 0 1 . (er n ol (fk ) )
Therefore
nk
E e~a(xkr~)j(p(a(xkr~)/axl ) . . . ., p(a(xkr~)/axn)) _
j=1
E
l
eJa(xkr~) ( lYl ( -p(xkrk )p(ar~/axi ) .é i
- p(xk ) .ék )) _
nk n. k k - -k ~ k- E E e ja (xkr j )a (xkr j )a (arj /axi )®é i
j=1 i=1
nk -
E e ~a (xkrk )a (xk )Gék. But
j=1
E e ka (x rk)a (x )®é = E eka (rk)®é =a (ar/ax )fié = 0
j=l j k 7 k G k j=l J J G k k G k
nn k
01* (er no 1 (fk )) _ - E E e ka (ark/axi )©éi
=
i=l j=i 3 J G
- y a(a 2 r/axkaxi )®éi = l1l (Ar)i,k ®éj =l
i -=-.G G
The following lemma can be proved using fundamental pro
perties of the Fox derivatives .
f E F . Then
n
E (Ar)i,k .ei=1 i
.
Lemma 3 .4 . Let s,t E [ F,F] a ,
(i) Ast = AS + Att
(i i) A- = - AS
un) (Afsf ) i,j = a (f) (AS)i~j - E(as/ax j )a (afjaxi ) .
From now till the end of this section we assume that
r E [F,F]a 0
,
	
where a 0 (x l ) =
-1, a0(x2) =a0 (xn ) _ +1
. In
this case [F,F]a is normally generated by the elements : xi,
) 0- - a(xxix 7
.x ixJ
. i , i = 1, . . . . n, j = 2, . . . . n
Lemma 3 .5
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Proof . Direct computation .
= 0 otherwise .
= -1 if k = i, .L'.=1 or k=1,Q=i,
= 0 otherwise .
(A[[xi,x .])k,l -1
if k = i,
J
= +1 if k = j, 1 = i,
= 0 otherwise .
a
Lemma 3 .6 . Let r E [F,F]a 0 . Then -2(A0)l,i =
E(ar/ax i ) for
Proof . Let r = J1I1 wj r jwj , where w j 'E F and r j	a mgenera-
tors of [ F,F] a or their inverses . Since E (ar/axi )= E E (arj/axi )
0 j=1
hence by 3 .4 it is sufficient to show that for any generátor
rk of [F,F]
a0
ór for its inverse and for any w E=- F we have
2 . (a 0 (w) a0
(a2rk/axiax1) +a 0 (aw/ax1 )e (ark/axi)) =e (ark/axi ) .
It can be done using two previous lemmas and easy
Lemma 3 .7
	
Let w E F . Then a0 (aw/ax 1 ) = 0 if a0 (w) = +1,
Proposition 3 .8 Let G = (xl , . . . .xn :r) be a torsion-free,
one-relator group with r E[F,F]a0 . Then
if r 1 [ F,F] ,
(iv) 0
if r E [ F,F] .
Now we may summarize the results of this séction .
a
(i) homomorphism eG0 n - : HO (G, Z) -s H2 (G, Za 0
) is an
isomorphism,
(ii) homomorphism eG0 n- : H 2 (G,Z) -' H0(G,Za ) is an0
epimorphism Z --> Z/2Z or isomorphism Z/2Z - Z/2Z accor-
ding as r E[F,F] or not, moreover there are commutative dia-
grama with exact rows
(iii) 0 ---> H1 (G, Z) - Zn - Z 0
IeGOn - 1 rO Iid
H1 (G, Za0)---, Zn -+ Z ---> 0
H1 (G, Z) --, Zn -, 0 --' 0
1eG 0	1 rO
0 -> H1 (G,Zoz)
-~
0
Zn _ Z -s 0
= 1 otherwise
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Proposition 3 .9 .
	
Let G = (xl , . . . . xn :r) be a torsion-free
group with r E [ F, F] . Then there is commutative diagram
in which horizontal maps are isomorphisms .
4 . Invariants of one-relator groups .
Let G = (x l , . . .,xn :r) be a torsion-free, one-relator
group . Consider the following condition on the group G.
(*m) There exist exactly m homomorphisms a1, . . .,a
m .
G defining G-module structures Z G , . . . . Z G  . . inte
- a
<Y
1 m
gers such that H 2 (G,Z G) = Z for i = 1, . . .,m . Applying ele-a .i
mentary Nielsen transformations to the group F = (xl , . . . . xn )
we can obtain m presentations NF (ri ) %~ F pi" G of the
group G such that each homomorphism al is induced by a 0 ,
except maybe one which is induced by the trivial map e, Note
that this exceptional case takes place if and only if r E[F,F] .
For notational conveniente we will assume that aG is inducedi
by e if this is the case .
For any m x n matrix A with integer entries denote
by S(A) an isomorphism class of a cokernel of the homomorphism
Zn --~ Zm determined by A .
Now let us associate with a presentation (x l , . . . . xn :r)
of a torsion-free group G satisfying (*m ) an unordered sequen
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ce
	
{S (A6	),S(Aa0), . . . . S(A
a
0 )} or {S (A
a
0 ), . . . . S(A
a
0)}
rl r 2 rm l rm
according as r belongs or not to [F,F] . Denote this sequen-
ce by S(r) and put S(r) = 0 if there are no homomorphisms
a : G - {±1) such that H2 (G,Za ) = Z .
Theorem A. S(r) is an invariant of a torsion-free, one-relator
group G = (xl , . . . . xn :r) .
Proof . Let H = (x
1
, . . . . x n :s) be the group isomorphic to G
and let 9 :H --' G be the isomorphism . Plainly if G satis-
fies (*m) then so do H and homomorphisms a1IP , . . .,am~p
Denote ai9 by ai . From the naturality of cap product we
have the following commutative diagrams
where eH E H 2 (H,Z H) = Z is the generator described in the pre
al
vious section and eG = sp* (e1) . Thus S (e, n-) =
S (eH n-) for
e ln -
H1(G,Z) G . H1 ( G, Z G)
a .
e
H 1 (H, Z) H -> H1(H,ZaH).i
Now we can assume that also el are those generators des
cribed in section 3 (if this is not the case for some i one can
consider presentation (xl , . . .,xn :ri ) of G) .
Assume that r E[F,F], then by 3 .8(iii) we have
a a
S(ek n-) = S(Ar0 ) and S(ei n -) = S(As0 ) for i = 1, . . . . m
i i
hence the result . Now assume that r E[F,F] . Since S(e1 n_)
a a
= S (el n-) then 3 .8(iv) implies S(Ar ~) = S(As ~) for i > 1 .
i i
If
	
i = 1 then by 3 .9 S (AE	) = S (e ln-) and S (AE-) =S (el n -)r 1 G sl H
and our theorem is proved .
Modifications of a presentation in the definition of S(r)
were necessary for .the proof of Theorem A . They are superflous
in concrete calculations of S r since we have
Proposition 4 :1 Suppose given homomorphisms a,0 : F {±1}
and an automorphism w of F such that RW = a . Then for any
rE[F,F] a , S(Ar) = S(Ap
SP
(r)) .
Proof . Let M~p	b the n x n matrix with entries (M~p
) . =
= a q (xi )/axj E ZF . Using the chain rule of differentiation
n
a,p(r)/ax . = E ~p(ar/ax)a~p(x .)/ax . [ 2 ] we can show that
j=1 j J
A~(r)
_ P (M~)Are(M~p) . The same formula allows us to show that
for any two automorphisms Wl, Sp2 of the group F we have
M9p1
Sp
. = (Pl(M,p
)M SP . Therefore in order to prove our proposi-
2 2 1
tion it is sufficient to check that the matrix M p	 s inverti-
ble for any elementary transformation -p .
As was mentioned in the introduction Horadam has found
invariants of torsion-free, one-relator groups with a relator
in [F,F] . In our notation the invariant from [5] is nothing
else than S(Ár) . By means of examples we show that our inva-
riant is stronger than that of Horadam .
Example 5 .2 . (see [51) Let G = (x, y : r = [ x,
y4] ) ,
H = (x,y : s = [x2 ,y 2 ]) . We have S(Ar) = S(As) . On the other
hand it is easy to see that the group G satisfies (* 3 )
whereas H satisfies (* 4 ) . Thus S(r) S(s)(S(r) is a sequen
ce of length 3 whereas S(s) is a sequence of length 4) .
Example 4 .3 .
	
Let G = (x,y : r = [ y,x2] [ y,x 2 1 x ) and
-2
H = (x,y : s = [y,x2][y,x
2 ] x ) . It is easy to check that both
G and H satisfy (+3) and the corresponding homomorphisms
a¡, aH are induced by the following homomorphisms al : F =
(x . Y) -- {±1} a1 (x) = +1, al (Y) = + l .
a2 ( x ) = -1, a2 (Y) = +1
a3 (x) = -1, a3 (Y) = -1
Direct comoutations show that
0 -4
Arl = As l = ( )
+4 0
A 2 = A 3 = 0r r
0 0 +4 0
s -4 0 s -4 0
Since a l is the trivial map e, Horadam's invariant does not
distinguish between these groups . On the second hand S(r) ,76 S(s)
hence the groups G and H are nonisomorphic .
However the next example shows that our invariant is not
sufficient to distinguish between all torsion-free, one-relator
groups with a relator in [F,F] a for some a .
Examole 4 .4 . Let G = (x,y : r = x2y 12 ) , H = (x,y : s = x4y
6 ),
then S(r) Y S(s), but G and H are nonisomorphic by the re-
sult of Meskin [9] .
5 . One-relator TPD-groups .
The following definition is a natural generalization of
the definition of trivial Poincare duality group given by
Ratcliffe [10] .
Definition 5 .1 . We say that G is a trivial Poincare duality
group of dimension n (TPDn-group) if there is a G-module struc
ture
	
Za	onintegers and a class e E Hn (G,Za ) such that for
ábelian group A on which G acts trivially the cap product
with e induces an isomorphism e n - : Hk(G,A) --> Hn-k (G, Z,®A)
for every integer k (G acts on Za(DA diagonally) . We say that
G is an oriented TPDn-group if the trivial G-module Z satis
fies the above condition (definition of Ratcliffe) otherwise we
say that G is an unoriented TPDn-group .
Lemma 5 .2 . Let G be an FP-group (see [11 for the definition)
and let e E Hn (G,Za ) = Z be a generator . Then G is TPDn-group
if and only if e n - : Hk (G,Z) ----> Hn-k (G,Za ) is an isomorphism
for every integer k .
Proof . We split the proof into two cases .
Case 1 . Let A = Í Z be a free abelian group . Using arguments
dual to those in the proof of lemma 2 .2 in [11 one can show
that there are commutative diagrams
34
® Hk (G, Z)
k
-1 Hk (G, Í Z)I .
e n-
® Hn-k(G,Za)
I
v
/Á k
Hn-k (G
en
Za - Za~(I
Z) )
The homomorphisms uk are isomorphisms and
v k are isomorphisms
since G is FP-group, hence the result .
Case 2 . Let A be an arbitrary abelian group . In this case we
have an exact sequence 0 --> K -' F -- " A --»' 0, in which K
and F are free abelian groups . Using standard homological argu
ments we obtain the assertion in this general case .
By the definition a TPDn-group has trivial cohomological
dimension equal to n . Since a one-relator group with torsion
has an infinite trivial cohomological dimension we have
Corollary 5 .3 . A one-relator TPD-group is torsion-free .
As the cohomological dimension of a torsion-free one-re-
lator group is at most two we have
Corollary 5 .4 . A one-relator group can nbt be TPDn-group for
n > 2 .
Finally looking on homology and cohomology of a torsion-
free, one-relator group we obtain one more
Corollary 5 .5 . There are no unoriented one-relator TPD-groups
of dimension 0 and l .
Hence the following theorem gives us a full description
of the class of unoriented one-relator TPD-groups .
Theorem B . A group G = (xl , . . .,xn : r) is an unoriented
TPD2-group if and only if
	
r E[F,Fl a	f certain nontrivial
homomorphism a : F - {±1} and the matrix Ar is invertible .
Proof . Let G be an unoriented TPD2-group and let a : G -~{±1}
be the corresponding nontrivial homomorphism . By the definition
H2 (G,Za ) = Z and by 5 .3 G is torsion-free . Hence by 3 .1(i),
r E [F,Fl a . Note that r I [ F,Fl otherwise H1 (G, Z) = Zn	 nd
H1 (G,Za ) = Zn-1 by 3 .1(ii) . If a = a 0 then by Proposition
3.8(iii) the matrix A~ is invertible . If a y¿ a 0 let 9 be
an automorphism of F such that ag = a 0 . Note that
(P-1 (r) E [ F, Fl a and G = ( xl , . . . . xn : sp -1 (r)) . By the previous0 a
case the matrix A 0
`p-
is invertible . Whence by Proposition
1(r)
4 .1 the matrix AY is invertible .
(1'
Conversely assume that
	
r E(F,Fl and the matrix Ar	is inver-
a
tible . First we show that the group G is torsion-free . Suppose
then that r = sin for some m > 1 .
Let a(s) = +1 . Since ar/ax = (1 + s + . . . + :;m-1 ) as/ax
we have that a (ar/ax) = mix(as/ax) . Thus s E [ F,FJ by Lemmaa
1 .1 and Ar = m.As by Lemma 3 .4, what contradicts invertibili-
ty of Ar .
Now let a(s) _ -1 . From a(r) = +1 it follows that m
is even . Thus r = t 2 for some t E F . As earlier we exclude
the possibility a(t) _ +1 . Assume then that a(t) = -1 . Since
ar/ax = (1 + t) at/ax and a 2 r/axay = at/ay e (at/ax) +
+ (1 + t) a 2t/axay we conclude that a (a 2 r/axay)=a (at/ay)e (at/ax)
hence the matriz Aa is not invertible . This contradictionr
shows that the group G is torsion-free .
By Proposition 3 .1(i) H 2 (G,Z a ) = Z . Let ea be the ge-
nerator of H2 (G,Za ) described in Lemma 3 .2 . If a = a 0 then
by Lemma 3 .6 we have that r (t[F,F], hence our assertion fol
lows from Proposition 3 .8(iii) . 0therwise we obtain it as in
the first part of the proof .
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